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Who I Am 

and

How I 

Ended Up 

Here



Activity 1: Worms!



How does a worm move? What 

body parts let it move differently 

from your finger?



• How Worms Move

• Body Parts for 
Moving

• Where Worms Live



This is a “lab-first” or 

“learning cycle” 

approach to science. 

Activity

Information

Application



Somerset Draw with Durham Hands Notts the Title

After bowling the home side out for 320, Somerset were left needing 181 from 

17 overs to guarantee the title. But, at 48-3, the chase was abandoned at Chester-le-

Street and a draw agreed. 

Fired-up Notts then took the three Lancashire wickets they required at old 

Trafford to pick up a sixth bonus point and break Somerset hearts. 

Eventually, Trego had Scott Rushworth caught behind and Benkenstein was 

caught at slip by skipper Marcus Trescothick off  Charl Willoughby to set up the 

Somerset chase. 

They went to the crease not knowing if  a draw would be good enough to hold 

off  Notts and immediately lost Kieswetter, promoted up the order, when he was 

bowled by Somerset old boy Blackwell.



Students often struggle to read science text because

they do not know the things 

that the author thinks 

that they already know.



Lack of  Background Knowledge

“Some people were afraid the condor would soon 
be gone.”



We have to make sure students have the 

background they need before they read!

•Enough to understand

•Enough to care



Activity 2: 

Can you swallow 

upside-down?



How were you able to swallow upside down?



Activity 3: Mystery of  

the Purple Cabbage

Listen and jot down clues as we read.



Clues?



How can I find 

activities that match 

up with good read-

aloud books?

Picture Perfect Science Lessons

More Picture Perfect Science Lessons

Even More Picture Perfect Science 
Lessons

Teaching Science through Trade Books

(All from NSTA Press)



Science Activity 

Books



Questions? 

Thoughts? 

Ideas?



Contact Me:

Powerpoint at the bottom 

of  home page


